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RATIONALERATIONALE

nn Management and regulation of marine fisheries is frequently compManagement and regulation of marine fisheries is frequently complicated licated 

by unknown technical and economic interactions among species.  by unknown technical and economic interactions among species.  

nn Single species management by means of harvest restrictions withoSingle species management by means of harvest restrictions without ut 

adequately understanding the nature of interactions among specieadequately understanding the nature of interactions among species may s may 

result externalities due to product transformation and substitutresult externalities due to product transformation and substitution ion 

possibilitiespossibilities

nn Information about species interaction is crucial to HawaiiInformation about species interaction is crucial to Hawaii’’s longline s longline 

fishery, especially in the context of recent swordfish regulatiofishery, especially in the context of recent swordfish regulationn



OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

§§ Analyze the nature of technical & economic interrelationships Analyze the nature of technical & economic interrelationships 
among species by specifying the multiamong species by specifying the multi--product dual revenue product dual revenue 
function modelfunction model

§§ Examine the supply behavior by estimating own and crossExamine the supply behavior by estimating own and cross--price price 
supply supply elasticitieselasticities, effort , effort elasticitieselasticities, and stock elasticities; and , and stock elasticities; and 
also examine the demand for the fishing effort.also examine the demand for the fishing effort.
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Dual revenue function (R): R(Z, P)

Supply function (Qi):
∂ R(Z, P)/ ∂Pi

Hotelling’s lemma

System of output levels functions

§ Estimation of 
§ Own-price elasticity
§ Cross-price elasticity
§ Output elasticity to Effort 
§ Output elasticity to Stock level
§ Effort elasticity to output prices

§ Non-jointness and Separability hypothesis tests

METHODOLOGY

Seemingly Unrelated Regression 
Procedure



REVENUE MAXIMIZATIONREVENUE MAXIMIZATION

nn Given the fixity of capital in fishery in the short run, a fisheGiven the fixity of capital in fishery in the short run, a fisher will r will 
be maximizing revenue by optimizing species mix and by be maximizing revenue by optimizing species mix and by 
selecting highly abundant, highly valued species along with selecting highly abundant, highly valued species along with 
keeping the boat engaged in fishing throughout a year. keeping the boat engaged in fishing throughout a year. 

nn When there is a single composite input & marginal cost of When there is a single composite input & marginal cost of 
additional input is zero, then revenue maximization is equivalenadditional input is zero, then revenue maximization is equivalent t 
to profit maximization to profit maximization 



LEONTIEFF REVENUE FUNCTIONLEONTIEFF REVENUE FUNCTION

1 / 2 2( , ) ( )ij i j i i i i ii j i i
R Z P PP Z PZ P X Zβ β δ= + +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

Where,Where,
Z   = Composite Input (NRT*Trip days)Z   = Composite Input (NRT*Trip days)

Pi  = Expected Price of Pi  = Expected Price of iith th species in $/lbsspecies in $/lbs

XiXi = Species specific stock index = Species specific stock index 

i    =  Swordfish, i    =  Swordfish, Bigeye Bigeye tuna, tuna, YellowfinYellowfin, Albacore, Marlin, & Other Pelagic, Albacore, Marlin, & Other Pelagic
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§ Symmetry: βij = βji i ≠ j

§ Separability: βi = 0 ∀ i 

§ Nonjointness: βij = 0 i ≠ j

OUTPUT SUPPLY FUNCTION

βs and δs are parameters to be estimated.

By Hotelling Lemma



Supply Supply ElasticitiesElasticities

nn SUPPLY ELASTICITY:  SUPPLY ELASTICITY:  

The degree of responsiveness of quantity supplied of a particulaThe degree of responsiveness of quantity supplied of a particular output to changes in r output to changes in 
the price of the productthe price of the product

§§ Price elasticPrice elastic: If a change in price results in a more than proportionate chan: If a change in price results in a more than proportionate change ge 
in quantity supplied, supply is price elastic. I.e., in quantity supplied, supply is price elastic. I.e., ηηi > 1

§§ Price inelasticPrice inelastic: If a change in price produces a less than proportionate change: If a change in price produces a less than proportionate change
in the  quantity supplied, supply is price inelastic. in the  quantity supplied, supply is price inelastic. ηηi < 1

§ The same relationship can be established between output and effort or stock level.



Substitute and Complementary Production RelationshipsSubstitute and Complementary Production Relationships

nn SUBSTITUTE RELATIONSHIP SUBSTITUTE RELATIONSHIP ((ηηij -)
§§ An increase in price of one species will decrease the productionAn increase in price of one species will decrease the production of other species of other species 

§§ When two species are substitutes, effort is allocated among specWhen two species are substitutes, effort is allocated among species on the basis ies on the basis 
of differences in relative prices.  If two products are substituof differences in relative prices.  If two products are substitutes, management tes, management 
policy that restricts the harvest of one species will lead to inpolicy that restricts the harvest of one species will lead to increased exploitation creased exploitation 
of other. of other. 

§§ Single species regulation may result an unexpected product transSingle species regulation may result an unexpected product transformations. So, formations. So, 
more than one output may require regulation.more than one output may require regulation.

COMPLEMENTARY RELATIONSHIP (COMPLEMENTARY RELATIONSHIP (ηηij +)
§§ AAn increase in price of one species will increase production of on increase in price of one species will increase production of other speciesther species

§§ When outputs are complements, management policy that restrictsWhen outputs are complements, management policy that restricts the harvest of the harvest of 
one species also restrict the harvest of other. Then, the most eone species also restrict the harvest of other. Then, the most easily regulated asily regulated 
output requires regulation to reduce output levelsoutput requires regulation to reduce output levels



Tests for Tests for nonjointnessnonjointness--inin--inputs and inputinputs and input--output output separabilityseparability

§§ NonjointnessNonjointness--inin--inputsinputs
§§ independent production functionindependent production function

§§ Single species management feasibleSingle species management feasible

§§ JointnessJointness--inin--inputs:inputs:
§§ all inputs are required to produce all outputsall inputs are required to produce all outputs

§§ there exists a significant interactions among speciesthere exists a significant interactions among species

§§ Single species regulation inappropriateSingle species regulation inappropriate

§§ InputInput--Output Output SeparabilitySeparability::
§§ If a technology is separable between outputs and fixed inputs, tIf a technology is separable between outputs and fixed inputs, the dual revenue function is he dual revenue function is 

separable in output prices and the composite input.  separable in output prices and the composite input.  

§§ Species are selected based on their expected prices and prior knSpecies are selected based on their expected prices and prior knowledge subject to technical owledge subject to technical 
constraints imposed by resource availability and environmental cconstraints imposed by resource availability and environmental conditions. onditions. 

§§ Changes in relative species prices do not have an effect on the Changes in relative species prices do not have an effect on the optimal combinations of capital, optimal combinations of capital, 
labor, and fuel. Only the levels of catch and effort require reglabor, and fuel. Only the levels of catch and effort require regulation.ulation.



Tests for Tests for nonjointnessnonjointness--inin--inputs and inputinputs and input--output output separabilityseparability

§§ NonjointnessNonjointness--inin--inputsinputs implies decision about catch of one species is independent implies decision about catch of one species is independent 
of the decision to catch other species such that each species caof the decision to catch other species such that each species can be separately n be separately 
regulated without affecting the production of other species. If regulated without affecting the production of other species. If the production the production 
process is process is jointnessjointness--inin--inputsinputs, i.e., all inputs are required to produce all outputs, , i.e., all inputs are required to produce all outputs, 
then there exists a significant interactions among species.then there exists a significant interactions among species.

§§ InputInput--Output Output SeparabilitySeparability implies no specific interaction between any one output implies no specific interaction between any one output 
and any one input.  If a technology is separable between outputsand any one input.  If a technology is separable between outputs and fixed inputs, and fixed inputs, 
the dual revenue function is separable in output prices and the the dual revenue function is separable in output prices and the composite input.  composite input.  
Species are selected based on their expected prices and prior knSpecies are selected based on their expected prices and prior knowledge subject owledge subject 
to technical constraints imposed by resource availability and ento technical constraints imposed by resource availability and environmental vironmental 
conditions. Changes in relative species prices do not have an efconditions. Changes in relative species prices do not have an effect on the fect on the 
optimal combinations of capital, labor, and fuel.  The technologoptimal combinations of capital, labor, and fuel.  The technologies can be ies can be 
specified as up to a single composite output and single compositspecified as up to a single composite output and single composite input such that e input such that 
only the levels of catch and effort require regulation.only the levels of catch and effort require regulation.
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Output Elasticity of EffortOutput Elasticity of Effort
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DataData
nn Data sourcesData sources
§§ National Marine Fishery ServicesNational Marine Fishery Services
§§ Hawaii Division of Aquatic ResourcesHawaii Division of Aquatic Resources

§§ StudStudy period: 1991 to 1998 (before the 2000 swordfish regulation)y period: 1991 to 1998 (before the 2000 swordfish regulation)
nn Number of observations:  1271 (20% of trip records)Number of observations:  1271 (20% of trip records)

nn Species analyzed: Species analyzed: Bigeye Bigeye tuna, Swordfish,tuna, Swordfish, YellowfinYellowfin, Albacore, Marlins, Others , Albacore, Marlins, Others PelagicsPelagics

nn Trip level information on Trip level information on 
§§ Revenues by speciesRevenues by species
§§ Amount of catch sold by speciesAmount of catch sold by species
§§ Prices by speciesPrices by species
§§ Composite effort (trip length*vessel net tonnage)Composite effort (trip length*vessel net tonnage)
§§ Quarterly stock indices (derived by using the no. of fish by speQuarterly stock indices (derived by using the no. of fish by species and number of hooks)cies and number of hooks)

§§ Analysis by trip choices: Analysis by trip choices: 
§§ Swordfish trip Swordfish trip 
§§ Tuna tripTuna trip
§§ Mixed tripMixed trip



Variables Involved in Estimating Output Supply FunctionsVariables Involved in Estimating Output Supply Functions

61.4167.1372.82Net tonnage

12.1811.5117.82Trip   Length (days)                

Effort:

1.501.832.372234663637Others

1.281.411.4720251,3511,089Marlin

2.792.973.128267,12315,781Swordfish

3.413.913.9445022,8791,874Bigeye tuna

1.411.260.982919566822Albacore

2.883.102.9716321,7041,195Yellowfin

Tuna tripMixed tripSwordfish tripTuna tripMixed tripSwordfish 
trip

Price ($/lb)Outputs (lbs/trip)



Price, Effort, and Stock Elasticities of Supply Functions (Swordfish Trip)

0.5518***0.11520.0121-0.0173-0.0387-0.1665*0.0710**0.1394**Other

0.20670.1201-0.0164-0.02140.0076-0.2420*-0.00040.2725**Marlin 

0.2296***0.2411***-0.00120.00020.0081-0.00220.0039*-0.0089Swordfish

0.4676***0.3641***-0.0341*-0.0524*-0.01470.1791-0.0114-0.0665Bigeytuna

0.5942***0.4860**0.1328**-0.00090.2408**-0.1041-0.4364**0.1677Albacore

0.3180***-0.14670.0595**0.1232***-0.1234-0.13860.03830.0410Yellowfin

OtherMarlinSwordfishBigeyeAlbacreYellofin

Stock 
Elasticity

Effort 
Elasticity

With respect to the Price ofChange in 
Output of



GENERAL ELASTICITY RESULTSGENERAL ELASTICITY RESULTS

Existence of Existence of technicaltechnical--economic economic 
interactions among speciesinteractions among species

(+,(+,--) Mixed ) Mixed 
significancesignificance

CrossCross--price supply elasticitiesprice supply elasticities

Outputs independent of own pricesOutputs independent of own pricesInsignificantInsignificantOwnOwn--price supply elasticitiesprice supply elasticities

Higher prices would increase effortHigher prices would increase effort(+)(+)Effort elasticities to output Effort elasticities to output 
pricesprices

Supply responsive to own stock levelSupply responsive to own stock level(+)  (+)  
Mostly significantMostly significant

Output elasticities of stockOutput elasticities of stock

Outputs responsive to effortOutputs responsive to effort(+)  (+)  
Mostly significantMostly significant

Output elasticities of effortOutput elasticities of effort

RemarksRemarksSign/SignificanceSign/SignificanceElasticities Elasticities 

Output responsive to effort and resource levels, but independentOutput responsive to effort and resource levels, but independent of own prices; and  efforts of own prices; and  efforts 

were quite responsive to output priceswere quite responsive to output prices



0.2755***0.2995***-0.1125-0.00860.0915**-0.1155**0.02210.1229**Other

0.6985***0.3184***-0.0112-0.00340.0012-0.06780.03700.0441Marlin 

0.8459***1.4362***0.1332**0.0014-0.0199-0.3433**0.08820.1404Swordfish

0.7955***0.2952***-0.0253*-0.0114-0.0517**0.1567-0.0184-0.0500Bigeytuna

0.7474***0.22750.01810.02330.0496-0.06870.0528-0.0750Albacore

0.6909***0.2984**0.0879**0.02430.0690-0.1631-0.06560.0476Yellowfin

OtherMarlinSwordfishBigeye tunaAlbacoreYellowfin

Stock 
Elasticity

Effort 
Elasticity

With respect to the Price ofChange in 
Output of

Price, Effort, and Stock Elasticities of Supply Functions (Tuna Trip)



Change in 
Output of

0.7625***0.3548***0.0113-0.00070.0223-0.04480.00970.0022Other

0.12400.3931***-0.0004-0.14050.3315***-0.2325***-0.02810.0701Marlin 

0.9336***0.7543***0.00130.0300***-0.02390.0160-0.0085***-0.0148Swordfish

0.3787***0.3939***-0.0048-0.0395***0.03000.02190.0101***-0.0177BigeyeT.

0.1749***0.2434***0.0166-0.0753-0.2528***0.1588***-0.00210.1549**Albacore

0.7598***0.15000.00050.0254-0.0593-0.03770.0209**0.0501Yellowfin

OtherMarlinSwordfishBigeyeT.AlbacreYellowfin

Stock 
Elasticty

Effort 
ElastictyWith respect to the Price of

Price, Effort, and Stock Elasticities of Supply Functions (Mixed Trip)



Effort Elasticities w.r.t. Output PricesEffort Elasticities w.r.t. Output Prices

Tuna TripTuna TripMixed TripMixed TripSwordfish TripSwordfish Trip
Prices ofPrices of

0.0570.0570.0520.0520.0290.029OtherOther

0.0730.0730.0570.0570.0280.028MarlinMarlin

0.2950.2951.8131.8132.2252.225SwordfishSwordfish

0.6230.6230.5480.5480.7280.728BigeyeBigeye tunatuna

0.1040.1040.0200.0200.0070.007AlbacoreAlbacore

0.1460.1460.1220.122--0.0670.067YellowfinYellowfin

Elasticities of Effort to Output Prices



TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC INTERRELATIONSHIPSTECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC INTERRELATIONSHIPS

Swordfish & OthersBigeye tuna vs. SwordfishTuna trip

Yellowfin & OthersBigeye tuna vs. Others

Swordfish & AlbacoreBigeye tuna vs. OthersSwordfish trip

Bigeye & AlbacoreBigeye tuna vs. MarlinMixed trip

Swordfish & MarlinSwordfish vs. Albacore

Yellowfin & Albacore

Albacore & Others

Yellowfin & Others

Yellowfin & MarlinBigeye tuna vs. Marlin

Complementary relationshipSubstitute relationshipTrip type



Complementary (+) and Substitute (Complementary (+) and Substitute (--) Relationships ) Relationships 
Among Species in Hawaii’s Among Species in Hawaii’s Longline Longline Fishery by Trip TypesFishery by Trip Types

SS=Swordfish trip  =Swordfish trip  MM=Mixed trip =Mixed trip TT=Tuna trip=Tuna trip

---MarlinsMarlins

++-+++SwordfishSwordfish

-------+-BigeyeBigeye
TunaTuna

++++--+-+-+-AlbacoreAlbacore

+++++++------++YellowfinYellowfin

TMSTMSTMSTMSTMS

Other Other PelagicsPelagicsMarlinsMarlinsSwordfishSwordfishBigeyeBigeye
TunaTuna

AlbacoreAlbacore

General substitute relationships:      General substitute relationships:      --ηηLH LH >> --ηηHL HL 



nn The existence of substitute relationships highlights the concernThe existence of substitute relationships highlights the concern that single that single 
species management of the species management of the longline longline fishery may have negative effects on fishery may have negative effects on 
nonnon--regulated species stocks through unanticipated shifts in harvestregulated species stocks through unanticipated shifts in harvests.s.

nn The lack of The lack of complementarity complementarity across all species, and especially across the across all species, and especially across the 
important, high valued species suggests a degree of selective haimportant, high valued species suggests a degree of selective harvesting rvesting 
and incomplete joint production on the part of fishers.  It may and incomplete joint production on the part of fishers.  It may be partially be partially 
attributed to the tendency of fishers to retain high priced specattributed to the tendency of fishers to retain high priced species during ies during 
initial part of the fishing trip, initial part of the fishing trip, subsequentiallysubsequentially filling their vessel holds with filling their vessel holds with 
other species as the time approaches to return to port.other species as the time approaches to return to port.



Tests of Tests of NonjointnessNonjointness and and SeparabilitySeparability Hypotheses Hypotheses 

0.220.22
0.280.28
0.190.19

0.050.05
0.000.00
0.000.00

Pr > FPr > F

Accept NullAccept Null6;21336;21331.371.37Tuna tripTuna trip
Accept NullAccept Null6;39756;39751.241.24Mixed tripMixed trip
Accept NullAccept Null6;14016;14011.451.45Swordfish tripSwordfish trip

InputInput--Output Output SeparabilitySeparability
((ββi=0 i=0 ∀∀ ii≠≠j)j)

Reject NullReject Null15;213315;21331.631.63Tuna tripTuna trip
Reject NullReject Null15;397515;39753.853.85Mixed tripMixed trip
Reject NullReject Null15;140115;14012.132.13Swordfish tripSwordfish trip

NonjointnessNonjointness--inin--inputsinputs
((ββijij=0 =0 ∀∀ ii≠≠j)j)

Degree of Degree of 
FreedomFreedom

FF--Value Value DecisionDecision
αα=0.05=0.05



IMPLICATIONS FOR FISHERY MGMT.IMPLICATIONS FOR FISHERY MGMT.

Reject Ho for
Nonjointness

Existence of 
Technical-Economic 

Interactions

§ Single species management inappropriate

§ Regulations of one species may affect production 
of other species

Accept Ho for
Separability

§ Biomass management possible through 
limited entry permit, partial area or seasonal closures



Future UndertakingsFuture Undertakings

nn Analysis of technological and economic interrelationships of speAnalysis of technological and economic interrelationships of species cies 
and vessel entryand vessel entry--staystay--exit behavior after swordfish regulationexit behavior after swordfish regulation

nn Modeling Modeling longlinelongline effort dynamics and protected species interaction effort dynamics and protected species interaction 
§§ Analyze the factors, rate, and degree of protected species interAnalyze the factors, rate, and degree of protected species interaction with action with 

longline longline fishing activitiesfishing activities

§§ Estimate catchEstimate catch--effort relationships for major species and for major fleet effort relationships for major species and for major fleet 
with a longer time serieswith a longer time series

§§ Update the existing fleet dynamic model in maximizing fishery weUpdate the existing fleet dynamic model in maximizing fishery we lfare lfare 
and fishing effort considering broader implications on protectedand fishing effort considering broader implications on protected species.species.
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